Carbon(C) doped hexagonal boron nitride(hBN) has been experimentally reported in recent years to be a possible catalytic host to oxygen reduction reaction(ORR), as well as a possible ferromagnet at room temperature. Substitution by C in hBN has been also reported to form islands of graphene. In this work, we explore from first principles, the connection between these different aspects of C doped hBN. We find formation of graphene islands covering unequal number of B and N sites in hBN to be energetically plausible. They posses a net non-zero magnetic moment and are also found to be substantially more chemically active than their non-magnetic counterparts covering equal number of B and N sites. On-site Coulomb repulsion between electrons, known to be responsible for magnetism in bipartite lattices like graphene and hBN, is also found to play a central role in chemical activation of not only the C atoms at the zigzag interface of magnetic graphene islands and hBN, but also of boron(B) sites in the immediate hBN neighborhood. However, such activated B or C due to substitution at B site, which is energetically more favorable than at N site, has been reported to be unfavorable for ORR. Advantageously, we find that the activation of C at B sites moderates systematically with increasing size of graphene islands, paving the way for abundance of efficient catalytic sites at the edges of magnetic graphene islands covering more B sites than N sites. Accordingly, as an alternate to precious metals for electrodes, we propose a class of graphene-hBN hybrids with lattices of magnetic graphene islands embedded in hBN, which can be metallic.
I. INTRODUCTION
Boron(B) and/or nitrogen(N) doped graphene has been extensively explored [1] [2] [3] [4] in the last decade or so, primarily in pursuit of an efficient metal free catalytic platform for oxygen reduction (ORR) [1] , and evolution reaction (OER) [5, 6] . These efforts are aimed broadly at replacing the expensive metal based cathodes in fuelcells [7] . Conversely to B and N doped graphene, carbon(C) doped hexagonal boron nitride(hBN) has also come under focus in recent years as catalytic host of ORR [8] [9] [10] , since the neighborhood of an active C in B and N co-doped [3, 11] graphene is expected to be similar to that of a carbon(C) atom substituting a B or N atom in hBN. However, computational studies in this direction so far are based on single active C sites in hBN, whereas experiments in last few years tend to suggest that substitution by C in hBN might prefer formation of islands of graphene in hBN [12] [13] [14] . C doped hBN has been also in focus in recent years for a host of possible device applications [15] , owing to their tunable electronic and magnetic properties primarily due to the confinement of the 2p z electrons in islands of graphene and the nature of Gr-hBN interface. They have been experimentally reported to be ferromagnetic at room temperature in recent years [16] .In this work our aim is to take a synergistic view of all these aspects of C doped hBN to correlate magnetism with chemical activation and catalysis of C doped hBN.
Substitution by C is energetically more favorable at B sites than that at N sites because the C-N bonds are lower in energy, than the C-B bonds, owing to the ascending order of electronegativity of B, C and N. The energy of the extra(remaining) 2p z electron at B(N) site due to substitution by C must by close the conduction(valence) band edge but a bit lower(higher) due to one extra(less) proton at C compared to B(N). Therefore, a 2p z electron of C at B site will have a higher energy than its counterpart at N site. However, substitution of two C atoms from neighboring sites should allow their 2p z electrons to delocalize and form π bond to reduce their kinetic energies. Interplay of these factors will thus determine the energetics of substitution by C in hBN. Notably, a C atom at a B or N site will not be able to complete its sub-shell filling, and will thereby be chemically active, unless has another C atom in its nearest neighborhood free to make a π bond with it. Furthermore, the spin carried by the unpaired 2p z electrons of C atoms substituting in hBN are source of magnetism of C doped hBN. These unpaired electrons can thus either belong to an isolated C atom due to a single substitution, or to a graphene island which would not allow all C atoms to complete sub-shell filling. Chemical activation and magnetism of C doped hBN are thus inherently related.
Chemically active sites are catalytically active selectively depending on the reaction. Isolated C at N(B) site has been shown to be favorable(unfavorable) as catalytic support to oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) owing to over binding of -OOH, -OH and -O intermediates [8] in the ORR pathway. ORR on such sites thus does not remain completely spontaneous even after exhausting all the energy available at cathode due to formation of water. Rather, on C at N sites, ORR pathway has been shown to remains spontaneous all through out without exhausting all the energy available at cathode, which leaves some energy to drive electron through external load, implying non-zero operating voltage. Since substitution by C at B site is more favorable than that at N site, the ORR active sites will thus be less available than the inactive ones. However, since such single C sites are not likely to sustain due to preference of successive substitution by C at neighboring sites, ORR activation of C doped hBN needs to be revisited in the light of formation of islands of graphene in hBN. We show in this work that with increasing island size the activation of C atoms weakens in general leading to enhanced availability of ORR active sites.
To rationalize the plausibility of formation of chemically active graphene islands in hBN, we first compute [17] the energetics of substitution by C in a representative variety of configurations with increasing number of C atoms, as shown in Fig.1 . We have considered triangular graphene islands to represent graphene islands with nonzero magnetic moment and studied their chemical activation in conjunction with their magnetism. To understand the microscopic origin of activation, we have constructed spatially localized Wannier functions [4, 18] which reveal an orbital resolved mechanism highlighting the role of on-site Coulomb repulsion in chemical activation. Overpotential required to complete ORR and OER pathways on active sites are estimated by calculating Gibb's free energies of reaction steps. Substantial lowering of overpotential is found for C atom at the zigzag interfaces around magnetic graphene islands covering more B sites, compared to a single C atom at B site. Accordingly, we suggest a super-lattice of magnetic graphene islands in hBN as a cathode(anode) for ORR(OER) with acidic electrolyte.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Total energies are obtained using a plane wave based implementation of DFT [19] where the ionic potentials are approximated by ultrasof t [20] pseudo-potentials which are maximally smooth in the core region of atoms. Exchange-correlation contribution to total energy is estimated approximately using a gradient corrected PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [21] functional. Configurations of substitutions by C, namely, islands of graphene, are considered in large hBN super-cell such that the islands are at least 10Å apart in their closest approach. Minimum energy configuration are obtained using the BFGS [22] scheme of minimization of total energies, which are converged with plane-wave cutoff more than 800 eV, kmesh equivalent to 35×35 per primitive unit-cell of pristine hBN, and forces less than 10 −4 Rydberg/Bohr for all atoms. Chemisorbed configurations are obtained within PBE, which is known to underestimate binding energy and thereby adsorption as well. Physisorbed configurations have been further relaxed by incorporating dispersion interaction [23] .
To derive orbital resolved mechanism of chemical activation we construct Wannier functions(WFs) which can be understood as linear combinations of Bloch functions, which are obtained from first principles as K-S states using DFT. In one dimension the set of WFs which have maximum localization in a given direction, also exclusively diagonalizes the first moment (position operator) along the given direction in the basis of occupied states. Therefore, for the isolated system, such WFs can be readily constructed by diagonalization of position operator for the given direction (e.g.x) in the occupied K-S basis {φ KS m } obtained as,
For periodic systems, X can be computed from geometric phases. However, since the position operators along three linearly independent directions (X, Y, Z), may not commute within a finite basis set, they can be approximately joint diagonalized to obtain a set of WFs, which maximally diagonalizes all three their first moment matrices simultaneously and are thereby localized in all three dimensions. These WFs, unlike the maximally localized Wannier function [24] , does not depend on any reference template of orbitals to define their symmetries. In this method, the Wannier centers(WCs), which are basically the center of mass of WFs, can be obtained directly from the approximate eigenvalues of the three first moment matrices(FMMs), without explicitly constructing the WFs. Each WC for a given spin represents one electron, facilitating precise estimation of number of electrons associated with bonds and atoms. The position of WCs provides a unique dot structure map for the valence electrons over the entire system cell. Based on the location of WCs with respect to atoms per spin, WCs can be segregated in two categories:(1) WCs associated with atoms and (2) WCs along the bonds connecting two atoms respectively. Single and double bonds are represented by one and two WCs between two nearest neighboring atoms.
To estimate the number of valence electrons of a given atom, we consider one electron for each of the WCs associated with the atom, and half an electron for each of the WCs along all the bonds made by the atom. Notably, this counting process is markedly different from any other localized descriptions like Mulliken, Bader or Löwdin analysis. The level of sub-shell filling of a given atom is estimated by consider one electron each for all the WCs associated with the atom as well as the bonds made by the atom. In this work we have constructed isolated hydrogen passivated segments to construct WCs.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
we consider a representative variety of configurations of substitution by C in hBN, with an increasing number of C atoms as described in Fig.1 . A general nomenclature of (n B +n N )C=n B B + n N N has been used to denote the number of B(n B ) and N(n N ) sites substituted by C in the immediate neighborhood of each other. Thus, n B = 0 or n N = 0 would mean substitution only from next nearest sites constituting the N or B sublattices, whereas, n B = n N would imply substitution from nearest neighboring sites such that all the C atoms can in principle have a double bond in pairs. By the same argument, n B = n N would imply -n B n N -number of C atoms to have all three single bonds and would thereby have incomplete sub-shell filling unless negatively charged. It is the ratio of number of C-C single and double bonds(C=C) and the distribution of C atoms with all single bonds, which determine the energetics of substitution.
A. Energetics of substitution
Average(per C atom) formation energy(AFE) [27] of a C doping configuration due to substitution at n B and n N numbers of B and N sites respectively, is estimated in N 2 rich condition as:
where E and E 0 are total energies of a large enough (8x8) hBN super-cell with and without substitution by C. µ C and µ N are chemical potentials which are estimated as energy per atom in graphene and N 2 respectively. µ B is calculated as µ hBN − µ N where µ hBN is approximated as total energy per B-N pair (primitive cell) in hBN. AFEs[ Fig.1 ] suggest that energetics of substitution is determined by the competing energetics of the σ and π electrons of the C atoms. Energetics of the π electrons are governed by the interplay of delocalization in attempt to reduce kinetic energy, and localization due to Coulomb repulsion. For example, the sharp drop in AFE for 1B1N is due to delocalization of π electrons along C-C bond. Successive substitution by C would will be preferred at neighboring pairs of sites, such that the compressive strain caused by the C=C (double) bonds, owing to their shorter length compared to the B-N bonds, can be compensated by the modest expansive strain due to C-C single bonds, which are longer than the B-N bonds but not as long as the C-B bonds. Furthermore, with n B = n N = 3, Fig.1 suggests that substitution by C in closed loop is preferable over an open chain, since an open chains would leave uncompensated strain fields in hBN at the terminal C atoms. Therefore, successive substitution by C in hBN is preferred at nearest neighboring sites in closed loops. Thus in formation of bigger islands of graphene in hBN, not only the higher energy cost of substituting atoms is increasingly compensated by lowering of kinetic energy of the π electrons due to increased π-conjugation, but strain is also reduced at the periphery of the islands. Comparison of AFEs for bigger islands with n B = n N and n B = n N suggests that islands of both types will be accessible increasingly on equal footing with increasing islands size.
B. Chemical activation
Notably, the bigger islands C13 (7B6N,6B7N), C22 (12B10N,10B12N) and C33 (18B15N,15B18N) would have a total of 1, 2 and 3 unpaired 2p z electrons respectively, since the rest of them can be accounted for in 6, 10 and 15 π bonds between distinct pairs of nearest neighboring C atoms. Those islands would therefore have 1,2 and 3 active C atoms respectively, each with incomplete sub-shell filling. However, since the unpaired 2p z electrons will delocalize across the island due to resonating π conjugation configurations, activation will also be distributed symmetrically across the island. The trend that in C13, C22 and C33 islands, 1, 2 and 3 unpaired electrons are distributed across 13, 22 and 33 sites respectively, hints at possible moderation of activation as we go from C1(1B or 1N) to larger islands. To look for any such trend, we estimate adsorption energy[ Fig.2 ] of atomic hydrogen(H) on the C1 and then also on the inequivalent C atoms of C6, C13, C16 and C22. We find the adsorption is strongest on 1N, followed closely by 1B, weakening further on the zigzag interfaces of C13 followed by C22, and the weakest on C6 and C16. In the islands, the most active sites are symmetrically located on and about the middle of the zigzag interfaces. These trends thus not only confirms the anticipated trend of lowering of activation of C atoms with increasing size of graphene islands in hBN, but also suggests that for activation is weak and uniformly distributed if n B = n N , which can be understood by noting that in those islands all the C atoms can complete sub-shell filling on equal footing. We note here that the level of chemical activation of a site can vary with variation in reactants. Therefore our discussion of activation is always with respect to a certain reactant, which is atomic H in this paper, unless stated explicitly.
Role of magnetic order in activation
As per the Lieb's theorem for bipartite lattices, C13, C22 and C33 islands would posses net magnetic moments respectively of 1, 2 and 3 µB, since the coverage of sites in the N and B sublattices by the islands differ by 1, 2 and 3 respectively. C6 and C16 will therefore have no net magnetic moment. Therefore, as per Fig.2 , graphene islands with net nonzero magnetic moment are chemically more active than the ones with no magnetic moment, implying that magnetism and chemical activation are inherently intertwined. We notice in Fig.2 that the activation among the inequivalent C atoms maximises at the zigzag edges. To understand this trend we plot[ Fig.3 ] the density of states(PDOS) projected on the 2p z orbitals of the inequivalent C atoms in the C13 and C22 islands and compare them with those of a single isolated C atom. For 7B6N (6B7N), Fig.3 implies that six equivalent carbon atoms at B (N) sites at the zigzag interface, one of which is marked as 3 in 13C in Fig.3(a) , have not only their occupied 2p z orbitals lowered (raised) in energy compared to the other inequivalent C atoms at B (N) sites, but also have larger splitting in energy of spin polarized 2p z orbitals:
Increased ∆E(2p z ) about Fermi energy implies increased on-site Coulomb repulsion due to strong localization of spin polarized 2p z orbitals. This is readily confirmed by the spin density plotted in Fig.4 , where we see strong spin polarization of sites with maximum chemical activation as determined in Fig.2 . Fig.4 thus clearly suggests that the ascending order of activation follows the ascending degree of spin polarization. For example, among C at B sites, the isolated substitution C1:1B results into the most active C atom which has the highest ∆E(2p z ) and thus the largest spin density. Whereas, the site 1 in C13:7B6N, which has its occupied 2p z orbital higher in energy than C1, but has minimal ∆E(2p z ), is the least active. A C atom in a B site rich island like 7B6N, and its equivalent counterpart in an N site rich island of similar size like 7N6B, have similar ∆E(2p z ) [ Fig.3 ], but have different energies of the occupied 2p z orbitals, would differ marginally in their chemical activation. Among the inequivalent C atoms at the same sublattice (B or N), the variation in activation is stronger and determined exclusively by ∆E(2p z ). Thus the ∆E(2p z ) plays the role of the dominant quantitative marker for comparison of chemical activation of sites in the same sublattice.
Orbital resolved picture of chemical activation
Spin resolved WCs plotted in Fig.5(a,b and c,d ) for 1B and 1N respectively, clearly suggests attempts to create spin separation between the two sublattices in the vicinity of C atom under the action of the on-site Coulomb repulsion. The arrows in Fig.5(a and d) indicate shift of the centre of mass of only one of the two 2p z orbital of N, namely, the one which has the same (opposite) spin as(to) that of the 2p z orbital of the nearest(next-nearest) neighboring C atom in 1B(1N). Such spin separation is completely suppressed in pristine graphene by the lowering of kinetic energy due to π conjugation. In hBN, the large difference in electronegativity of B and N suppresses both π conjugation as well as spin separation and atoms. These deviations, which leads to increase in total energy, can be removed by engaging the unpaired electron in chemisorption on the active C atom. Thus, besides playing a direct role in chemical activation, on-site Coulomb repulsion also plays an in-direct role in facilitating chemisorption on the active C atoms as a means to preserve the electronic structure of the hBN neighborhood. 
C. Adsorption of O2
Within LSDA with PBE(GGA) we find O 2 to carry a net magnetic moment close to 2µ B , implying the known diradical nature of O 2 in gas phase. The energetics of adsorption is estimated approximately as
, where ( * ) and (O * 2 ) denote bare substrate and O 2 adsorbed on substrate respectively. Total energies(E) are estimated as function of total magnetization. Fig.6 shows that adsorption systematically weakens with increasing island size, in agreement with anticipated lowering of activation of larger islands. Adsorption of O 2 on C at B site is consistently stronger than that on C at N sites, which is opposite to that we see in case of adsorption of atomic H. To understand this we recall that H(O) has lower(higher) electronegativity than C, whereas, C at B site will have in effect lower electronegativity than that of a C at N site likely due to back transfer of electron from the lone pairs of N to C at B site. A more electronegative atom would tend to chemisorb at the less electronegative site and vice-versa, since the strength of a covalent bond in- creases with increasing heteropolarity of the bond. Thus in general all atoms having higher(lesser) electronegative than C would prefer adsorption on C at B(N) site.
Partitioning of charge upon adsorption of O 2 is shown in Fig.7 in terms of WCs which are represented by black translucent spheres. For spin2 in Fig.7(a) , the O=O double bond is represented by a bigger sphere whose volume is double of that of the smaller spheres representing one electron each. Spin polarized WC based estimate of charge per atom suggests chemisorption[ Fig.7(a) Fig.8 ] is consistent with our expectation of stronger binding on active B or C at B, than on C at N. Notably, energy of adsorption decreases steadily with increasing size of islands due to moderation of activation of the active sites in larger islands, as argued above.
Activation of B atoms due to C at B
Spin separation driven by on-site Coulomb repulsion due to single substitution by C at B, as implied by the displacement of WCs shown in Fig.5(a) , in effect results into back transfer of electron from the nearest neighboring N to the next nearest neighboring B atoms, which in effect increases the order of those B-N bonds and renders those B atoms negatively charged. With excess electrons at their disposal, it becomes easier for those B atoms to chemisorb through a covalent bond or order 1, an atom in attempt to complete their sub-shell filling. In Fig.7(b) we indeed see such a scenario, where B chemisorbs O 2 and complete sub-shell filling after receiving an electron from the neighboring N, which thus becomes positively charged, but completes sub-shell filling by doubling the order of the bond with the C at B site. Thus the activation of the C atom gets completely quenched. Activation will thus be effective either for the C at B site, or for a B atom in its neighborhood [10] , assisted by charge transfer from C to the C-N bond and further from N to B. In fact, adsorption of O 2 is stronger on such active B, than on the C at B it self, owing to lower electronegativity of B than C. Possibility of such activation of B will naturally reduce with increasing distance from the C at B site. 
D. Oxygen reduction reaction
In this section we focus on ORR on magnetic and nonmagnetic islands of increasing size. Complete reduction of O 2 to 2H 2 O at cathode occurs proceeds in two different pathways depending on the competition between the strength of binding of O 2 on the active site and the strength of O-O Bond in the adsorbed configuration. For O 2 adsorbed on active C, whether on a single C atom or as a bridge, reduces through formation of -OOH, as shown in the following pathway [Eq.2a-2e].
where '*' denotes the substrate and X * denotes chemisorbed X : O 2 , OOH, O, OH. However, if adsorption of O 2 involve an active B site the strong binding of O on B leads to dissociation of O-O bond upon availability of atomic H, resulting in two adsorbed OH, which can be simultaneously reduced and released as H 2 O following the steps. Thus the steps Eq.2b-2b would modify to:
Theoretically the maximum possible voltage output due to reduction of a single O 2 molecule is 1.23V [25] . But ideally a part of it, known as over-potential(η), is required to overcome the uphill steps in course of complete reduction of O 2 . Thus the operating voltage(U), available to drive current through the external load, is (1.23-η)V. With cathode at voltage U over anode at steady state, free energy of a reaction coordinate is estimated as a function of U as:
, where E is the total energy and ZP E is the zero point energy calculated as i ω i , ω i being the frequency of the i−th phonon mode [19] . Entropy S is considered non-zero only for molecules in gas phase and taken from standard literature [26] . T is set to 300K. The operating voltage(U ) is given by the minima of free energy difference between successive steps:
denoting the reaction steps mentioned in Eq.2a-3b. The potential which thus remains unavailable to the external load, is the over-potential: η ORR = 1.23 − U ORR . The step(i) which determines the over-potential is the rate limiting step. Free energy steps are thus sensitive to the relative strength of binding [28, 29] of the intermediates(-OX: -O, -OOH, -OH) on the catalytic sites.
ORR on magnetic graphene island
As evident from Fig.8(a-c) and Fig.8(d-f) , with increasing size of magnetic Gr-islands the rate limiting step shifts from the last reaction step, which is desorption of O-H, to the first reaction step which is reduction of O 2 to OOH, since the binding of -OX weakens in general which increases the drop in free energy in the last reaction step. Fig.8(a,d) shows that modest(strong) binding of -OH on an isolated C at N(B) site leads to workable(negative) operating voltage, as has been reported [8] . Therefore for larger N site rich islands[ Fig.8(b,c) ], weakening of adsorption would lead to lowering of operating voltage, rendering large N site rich islands ineffective for ORR. On the other hand, for larger B site rich islands[ Fig.8(e,f) ] moderation of adsorption would lead to increase in of operating voltage, rendering large B site rich islands effective for ORR. Recalling that B site rich islands are energetically more favorable from, the conclusion that larger B site rich island will be favorable for ORR allowing workable operating voltages, in effect imply the generic likelihood for C doped hBN to be favorable for ORR. Solvation energy correction to account for the extra stabilization of -OOH due to accumulation of water molecules surrounding the catalytic site has been reported to be less than 0.3V [25, 30] for doped graphene, which should be applicable in the present scenario. 
ORR on non-magnetic graphene island
Alongside magnetic islands, the non-magnetic Grislands, covering an equal number of B and N-sites are also energetically favorable[ Fig.1 ]. Here we have analyzed the catalytic activity of two such Gr-islands (C6 and C16) embedded within hBN. As evident from Fig.2 , all the sites irrespective of C at B or C at N for both C6 and C16, have comparable activation, which is lower than their counterparts in magnetic Grislands. Study of ORR reaction pathway on nonmagnetic Gr-islands shows an uphill step at the first reaction step[Eq.2b][ Fig.9(a,b) ] due to reduced activation of non-magnetic islands. Therefore the corresponding operating voltage becomes negative, which implies high over-potential leading to loss of effectiveness as a cathode material.
OER on magnetic Gr-islands
Oxygen evolution due to oxidation of water at anode in presence of acidic electrolyte proceeds as [ Fig.10(a 
where an O 2 is released in gas phase while four H + and four electrons are passed on to the cathode respectively through the electrolyte and external load. Conversely to ORR, the operating voltage for OER is given by the maximum difference of successive free energy steps: U OER = Max {∆G i }, implying that a over-potential: η OER = U OER − 1.23 is essential to drive OER. The second step[Eq.4b] is consistently the rate limiting step for magnetic Gr-islands of different sizes. Therefore primarily the relative strength of binding of the -O and -OH determine the over-potential. The volcano plot [ Fig.10(b) ] drawn accordingly based on Sabatier's principle [28, 29] suggests a clear general trend that active C at B sites are preferred over C at N sites, as catalytic sites for OER, which is expected, since stronger binding of -OX intermediates on substrate should make it easier to cleave the O-H bond of water. However, Fig.10(b) also suggests that the relative binding of -OH over that of -O is preferred to be of about 1.5 eV, hinting at a critical level of activation, which is consistent with the fact that an intermediate size of magnetic graphene island appears to be the most preferable. Like ORR, OER[ Fig.11(b) ] over-potential is also found high on active sites in nonmagnetic Gr-islands.
E. Hybrid super-lattice as cathode material
The other important aspect which is vital for effective electro-catalysis is transferability of electrons from the leads to the active sites, which is anticipated to be hindered in hBN based systems due to the insulating nature of hBN. Although metal supported hBN has been proposed [34] [35] [36] as a possible catalytic platform for ORR, our aim is to propose an alternate to metallic electrode exclusively made of non-metals. In-plane graphene-hBN hybrid has been recently proposed [37] as a half-metal. In another recent work [38] of ours we have also extensively investigated the possibility of ferromagnetism and spin polarized transport in graphene-hBN hybrids, leading to the finding that if the magnetic graphene segments form interpenetrating double lattices like honeycomb-Kagome [ Fig.12(a) ], then they can be a half-metal or a ferromagnetic(FM) metal or semiconductor[ Fig.12(b) ]. C13 and C1 islands, marked in black in Fig.12(a) , constitute the honeycomb and Kagome lattices respectively, which are ferrimagnetically ordered, leading to a net magnetic moment [38] . Thus the spin degeneracy of the energy bands will be lifted near the Fermi energy leading to the half-metallic or FM-metallic or FM-semiconductor phases. Dispersion of the bands responsible for these phases will increase with increasing size of the magnetic islands, implying the more robust metallic phases.
IV. CONCLUSION
In Fig.11 we summarize the over-potentials for ORR[ Fig.11(a) ] and OER[ Fig.11(b) ] operating voltages for magnetic and non-magnetic islands of different sizes. Owing to systematic moderation of activation of zigzag interface of graphene islands embedded in hBN, the appropriate level of activation of C atoms for efficient ORR is available in smaller(larger) N(B) site rich magnetic islands. The operating voltage is expected to converged to about 0.5V for B site rich magnetic island of size 1sq-nm or above. OER is most effective on C at B site at smaller magnetic islands of size less than 1sq-nm. Non-magnetic islands are ineffective for both ORR and OER due to lower levels of chemical activation. However, since substitution by C in hBN is likely to form magnetic graphene islands almost at par with non-magnetic islands, B site rich islands being more likely than their N site rich counterparts, C doped hBN appears to be indeed a promising platform primarily for ORR catalysis, followed by OER which requires control over island size. These results thus present a comprehensive view of possibilities for C doped hBN to be used as ORR and OER catalyst. Thankfully, formation of graphene islands in hBN with controlled shape and size is becoming increasingly possible through recent improvements in spatial resolution of irradiation and indentation techniques [32, 33] . We further envisage graphene-hBN hybrid structures with magnetic graphene islands as a possible cathode material exclusively made of non-metals.
At a more fundamental level, the work also brings out the central role of on-site Coulomb repulsion in chemical activation of not only the C atoms but also of B atoms in the neighborhood, synergistically with magnetism.
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